Abstract. The Truncated Multiplication computes a truncated product, a contiguous subsequence of the digits of the product of 2 integers. A few truncated polynomial multiplication algorithms are presented and adapted to integers. They are based on the most often used n-digit full multiplication algorithms of time complexity O(n α ), with 1< α ≤ 2, but a constant times faster. For example, the least significant half products with Karatsuba multiplication need only 80% of the full multiplication time. The faster the multiplication, the less relative time saving can be achieved. lg n = log 2 n = log n / log 2 LS stands for Least Significant, the low order bit/s or digit/s of a number MS stands for Most Significant, the high order bit/s or digit/s of a number (Grammar) School multiplication, division: the digit-by-digit multiplication and division algorithms, as taught in elementary schools A B, A B denote the MS or LS half of the digit-sequence of A×B (or A·B), respectively A⊗B denotes the middle third of the digit-sequence of A×B M α (n) the time complexity of the Toom-Cook type full multiplication, O(n α ), with 1< α ≤ 2 γ α = the speedup factor of the half multiplication, relative to M α (n) δ α = the speedup factor of the middle-third product, relative to M α (n)
Introduction
Many cryptographic algorithms are based on modular arithmetic operations. The most time critical one is multiplication. For example, exponentiation, the fundamental building block of RSA-, ElGamal-or Elliptic Curve -cryptosystems or the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [17] , is performed by a chain of modular multiplications. For modular reduction division is used, which can be performed via multiplication with the reciprocal of the divisor, so fast reciprocal calculation is also important. Modular multiplications can be performed with reciprocals and regular multiplications, and in some of these calculations truncated products are sufficient.
We present new speedup techniques for these and other basic arithmetic operations. For operand sizes of cryptographic applications school multiplication is used the most often, requiring simple control structure. Speed improvements can be achieved with Karatsuba's method and the Toom-Cook 3-or 4-way multiplication, but the asymptotically faster algorithms are slower for these operand lengths [9] , [14] . In this paper we consider digit-serial multiplication algorithms of time complexity O(n α ), 1< α ≤ 2, similar to microprocessor software, that is, no massive-parallel-or discrete Fourier transform based multiplications, which require different optimization methods [3] .
Truncated Products
The Truncated Multiplication computes a Truncated Product, a contiguous subsequence of the digits of the product of 2 integers. If they consist of the LS or MS half of the digits, they are sometimes called short products or half products. These are the most often used truncated products together with the computation of the middle third of the product-digits, also called middle product.
No exact speedup factor is known for truncated multiplications, which are based on full multiplications faster than the school multiplication. For half products computed by Fourier or Nussbaumer transform based multiplications no constant time speedup is known.
One way to calculate truncated products is implied by covering the corresponding area in the multiplication square ( Figure 1 ) with polygons (like smaller squares or triangles), which correspond to partial products of known complexity. Figure 3 shows a covering of a triangle, corresponding to the MS half product, proposed by Mulders [19] for polynomials. Covered areas, which don't belong to the truncated product to be computed, get ignored when the final digit-sequence is generated. They don't cause extra costs beyond the work needed to calculate them (except handling carries), but the resulting shapes might correspond to products, which can be faster calculated. (A full square, for example, has many dependencies among the digit-products contained, so full multiplications could be faster than truncated multiplications of similar size, corresponding to narrow and long regions, without that many dependencies.)
The covering shapes may extend out from the full product square, like in Figure 10 . The products in the excess area are calculated with 0-padding the multiplicands, not affecting the result. If the covering polygons overlap, the involved area has to be processed again and the corresponding digits subtracted from the result digit-sequence one fewer times than they were covered.
Multiplication is more expensive (slower and/or more hardware consuming) even on single digits, than addition or store/load operations. Many computing platforms perform additiveand data movement operations parallel to multiplications, so they don't take extra time. In order to obtain general results and to avoid complications from architecture dependent constants we measure the time complexity of the algorithms with the number of digitmultiplications performed.
For the commonly used multiplication algorithms, even for moderate operand lengths the number of digit-multiplications is well approximated by n α , where α is listed in the /log 4 = 1.4037
On most computational platforms the actual running time is ≈ c·n α multiplication time, with a small constant c = 1…3, dependent on the architecture, because these multiplication algorithms don't perform much more other operations than multiplications.
On shorter operands asymptotically slower algorithms could be faster, until at longer operands architecture-dependent minor terms become negligible. (We cannot compare different multiplication algorithms, running in different computing environments, without knowing all these factors.) For example, when multiplying linear combinations of partial results or operands, a significant number of non-multiplicative digit operations are executed, that might not be possible to perform in parallel to the digit-multiplications. They affect some minor terms in the complexity expressions and could affect the speed relations for shorter operands. To avoid this problem, when we look for speedups for certain multiplication algorithms, when not all of their product digits are needed, we only consider algorithms performing no more auxiliary digit operations than what the corresponding full multiplication performs. When each member of a family of algorithms under this assumption uses internally one kind of black-box multiplication method (School, Karatsuba, Toom-Cook-k), the speed ratios among them are about the same as that of the black-box multiplications. Consequently, if on a given computational platform and operand length one particular multiplication algorithm is found to be the best, say it is Karatsuba, then, within a small margin, the fastest algorithm discussed in this paper is also the one, which uses Karatsuba multiplication.
Complexity Paradox
We don't consider algorithms with excessive operand mixing, like many linear combinations of partial results. They might speedup calculations asymptotically, but at certain operand lengths the speed relations among the algorithms could be changed, due to the hidden minor terms in the time complexities. For example, consider the complexity of truncated multiplications using Karatsuba's method. Let us partition the multiplicands into k > 2 digit-blocks and perform one kway Toom-Cook multiplication step. The digit-blocks are multiplied with Karatsuba's algorithm of time complexity n lg 3
. The product (an extreme truncated product) takes asymptotically (2k −1) (n/k) lg 3 < n lg 3 digit-products to calculate. Since the Toom-Cook multiplication algorithm performs more non-multiplicative operations than Karatsuba (long additions and multiplications / divisions with small constants), some minor terms become significant (left out from our asymptotical complexity expression), and so we might paradoxically conclude that Karatsuba's multiplication is faster than itself. (We can think this square as a "straightened up" product parallelogram, taught in the school for arranging the partial products.)
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Carry
The digit-products can be 1 or 2 digits long. When calculating the digits of the (truncated) product these digit-products are added, so there is usually a carry, propagating to more significant digits. The carry is the largest when all digits of both multiplicands are d − 
, a geometric series) gives the total of the first k +1 diagonals (see also [16] ):
Figure 2. Carry in MS half
If k = n…2n −2, (triangle II in Figure 2 ) we embed the multiplication square in a double size one, and sum the diagonals there. The products belonging to parts of the diagonals, which lie in the triangles III and IV are then subtracted:
Lemma C. The carry is maximal at the main diagonal: s n−1 .
Proof. The above equations show, that the carry s k / d
k in the upper right triangle is increasing, in the lower right triangle, decreasing with k. The larger of the two middle ones is the maximum. 
Guard digits
The most often used truncated products of n-digit multiplicands contain either the MS half of the product digits (c 2n−1 , c 2n−2 , …, c n ), or the LS half (c n−1 , …, c 1 , c 0 ). There is no problem with the carry at the LS half, but the MS half product is affected by the carry from the LS half. This is the same problem as proper rounding of floating point multiplications [16] .
Other truncated products without the LS digits have also problems with the carry. From Lemma C it follows that the largest carry is caused by the LS half products, and it can be as large as
That is, the rightmost 2 digits of the MS half product can be affected. Therefore, we calculate 2 more digits than requested, called "guard" digits, with the carry they generate. There is, however, still a chance of carry propagation from further to the right. The LS digits all, up to c n−3 can contribute
If the first guard digit c n−1 was d −n +3 or larger, the left out LS product could cause a carry propagating to the digit c n and even further.
In the middle of cryptographic calculations partial results look uniformly random. In this sense, having ignored the LS n −2 product digits, the chance of a possible carry to c n is
It is small at usual settings (0.1% at d = 2 16 , n = 64; and 6.7×10 , n = 32. In Newton iterations or in the Barrett multiplication an occasional error of 1 does not matter, but in other situations we cannot allow wrong results even with this low probability.
Keeping calculating more guard digits when they turn out to be large, the expected amount of work to get the exact carry for the MS half product is barely larger than 2n, but the worst case complexity is O(n 2 ). Stopping at the 2 nd or 3 rd guard digit and calculate the full product when there is a possible carry propagation, gives slightly more expected work, but in the worst case only one extra multiplication is performed. It is better at sub-quadratic multiplication algorithms.
Let us denote by T 1 and T 0 the average time complexity of truncated multiplications, providing the product digits {c k , c k+1 …c m }, k ≥ m, with or without proper rounding, respectively. Since the main diagonal is the longest, the reasoning above covers the worst case carry, proving Lemma G. T 1 < T 0 + c·m, with c ≈ 2. [] Consequently, the LS and MS half products are of equal complexity (within an additive linear term). In the sequel we don't distinguish between truncated products with or without proper rounding, unless the linear term of the time complexity is in question.
With school multiplication half products can be calculated in half of the time of the full multiplication, simply by not calculating the digit-products, which are not needed.
Let M α (n) = n α denote the time complexity of the full n-digit multiplication, 1 < α ≤ 2; and H α (n) denote the time needed for a half product. The construction of Figure 3 leads to the inequality: Note. If we chose k = n / 2, such that there is no excess area (the small square does not cross the diagonal), we get H α (n) ≤ M α (n / 2) + 2H α (n / 2). Denoting the complexity of the resulting algorithm by S′ α (n), we get the recursive equation S′ α (n) = M α (n / 2) + 2 S′ α (n / 2).
Unfortunately, the solution shows S′ α (n) larger than the full multiplication time M α (n) if α < lg 3, and when α = lg 3 (Karatsuba), any initial speed advantage (for small n values) diminishes very fast with increasing n, giving S′ lg 3 (n) ≈ M lg 3 (n). See [16] .
Let us denote the time complexity of the half multiplication algorithm by S α (n), derived from the covering shown in Figure 3 , with the underlying multiplication complexity M α (n) = n α . Looking for a constant speedup ratio, let's chose appropriate β and γ factors:
Theorem H. The time complexity of the half multiplication, based on multiplications of time complexity M α (n) = n α , 1 < α ≤ 2, is at most γ α M α (n), with
Proof. The value of β, which minimizes γ is found by differentiation of (1) . [] For shorter operands numerical calculations or simulations find the exact speedup factors [28] . They were found close to the asymptotic values graphed in Figure 4 . The numerical values of these asymptotical speedup factors and the corresponding splitting ratios are tabulated below. There are many more ways to cover a product triangle. For example:
(1-p-q)·n q·n p·n q·n p·n (1-p-q)·n The left hand side configuration on Figure 5 is optimal if q + p = β α , when it becomes the same as Figure 3 , recursively applied in the small triangles. The right hand side configuration is actually worse, because of the overlapping triangles.
LS and MS products
(1-p)·n p·n (1-p)·n p·n
Figure 6. Cut corner product constructions
In the geometric constructions of the half product calculations in the previous section there were large squares, with not needed product digits corresponding to their upper right corner. These represent MS truncated products. A natural question is: How much must we cut off, such that the truncated product corresponding to the remaining part is faster to compute than the whole product?
The constructions of Figure 6 give lower bounds on the size of the largest MS truncated products faster computed than the full products. With varying number of the small squares on the sides numerical calculations give the following optimum p values: The "Fastest product" entries indicate the maximum speedup for MS truncated products over full products at the best p value with the corresponding number of little side-squares ( Figure 6 ). With this kind of constructions the gain is not large, at most 6% (Karatsuba with 1 small square at the side and a triangle stacked up).
Proposition S. The MS and LS truncated multiplication of two n-digit numbers is faster than the full multiplication if k of the 2n product-digits are computed, k < 61% of 2n with Karatsuba multiplication: (1+kp) / 2 = 0.6088, k < 56% with Toom-Cook-3 and k < 54% with
These MS products, which can be faster calculated than the full product, are not long enough to improve half multiplications, needing speed improvement at ½ / (1− β).
Middle-third products
Some crypto algorithms could use products containing the middle n digits a ⊗ b of the 3n digits of the product a×b, when one of the multiplicands is twice longer (2n-digit) than the other. The corresponding digit-products are contained in the shaded parallelogram in Figure 7 . The simplest way to achieve faster multiplications is to split it in half, and combine the 2 half products corresponding to the left and right triangle, with time complexity 2 γ α M α (n). Figure  7 ). When we process separately the two small triangles left out: the corresponding complexity is better (for the Karatsuba case it is 1.5385): In [11] a clever speedup was presented for the Karatsuba case. It dissects the operands and calculates products of sums, but uses only as many extra addition/load operations as the multiplication, so it does not change speed relations. The resulting complexity is the same as that of the Karatsuba multiplication. Unfortunately, the idea does not directly generalize to asymptotically faster multiplications, so only the second entry is improved in the table below for the middle product speedup factors, but the Karatsuba case is the most important one in practice.
The idea is to cut the middle product parallelogram into 4 congruent pieces, as shown in 
Third-quarter products
The third quarter of the product digits (c 3n/2−1 …c n ) contains 3 /8 of the digit-products. Accordingly, the school multiplier takes 3 /8 n 2 time. It is of the worst shape discussed here. Narrow, and long, so no much room is left to find dependencies among digit-products, which would allow faster multiplication algorithms. The shaded trapezoid can be cut into a parallelogram and a triangle, as shown in Figure 9 , and the corresponding time complexity is
It gives the following coefficients: 0.375, 0.6026, 0.9170 and 0.9907. The school and the Karatsuba multiplication case are faster than calculating the full triangle, but at the Toom-Cook multiplications we are better off taking the containing whole half product. (One could try to cover the trapezoid with triangles, which overhang the multiplication square, as in Figure 10 . Simple calculations show, that it does not help. The complexity is minimal at k = n / 2, that is, where the cover is exact.)
Squaring
All the known multiplication algorithms with time complexity O(n α ) speed up almost twofold for squaring, which is the case for small operands and the recursion these algorithms follow keeps this ratio. Additions and processing overhead in the algorithms reduce the achievable speedup ratio to 0.55…0.65. See [28] . (A speedup below 0.5 cannot be achieved, since it would yield faster general multiplications with the identity 4ab = (a+b) 2 
−(a−b)
2 and the corresponding algorithm gives 0.5 multiplication time for squaring.) Figure 11 . Squaring as partial product This is not a truncated product, being represented by a triangle with its hypotenuse perpendicular to the main diagonal of the multiplication square. At general products the upper-left and lower-right triangles contain different digit-products, but the corresponding digit-sequences can be calculated faster than full products, broadening the choice of building blocks for truncated products. In this paper we don't use this tool.
In the school multiplication the terms a i b j and a j b i become the same, a i a j . All products are repeated, except the squares a i a i , which reduces the number of the necessary digitmultiplications (and so the time complexity) from n 2 to n (n +1) / 2, almost twofold, as seen on Figure 11 .
Karatsuba multiplication cuts the operands into halves, and it does 5 additions and 3 multiplications on them to get the product. It has a recurrence relation M(2n) = 3M(n) + 5cn (see [9] , [14] Similarly, S(n) ≈ n lg 3 S(1). If school multiplication is performed below a certain operand length, like 8 digits, the recursion is followed only to this length. There the ratio S(n) / M(n) is close to ½, which will be preserved for large n values. Toom-Cook multiplications ([9], [14] ) are similar. They, too, cut the operands into smaller pieces and build the product from them. At the bottom of the recursion asymptotically slower multiplication methods get faster, so we turn to them. Their relative speedup for squaring is approximately maintained to large operands.
The presented fast truncated multiplication algorithms were developed to improve performance of several cryptographic algorithms (see [29] ). The most important results in this paper:
-Carry estimation and exact rounding algorithms for truncated products -Proof of equivalent complexity of LS and MS half products, within a linear term -Fast truncated long integer multiplication algorithms (half products, middle third products, third quarter products) for Toom-Cook type multiplications. -Finding the lengths of MS and LS truncated products, which can be faster computed than the full product -Close to double speed squaring algorithms
